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LIST 0? FICnniES
INTROOUCTION
Of all anglneerlng aateriala, soil is raost frequently used and in 
greatest abundance. From prehistoric tiraes, man has built his shelters 
in. froa. and on this readily available natural aaterial. His early 
knowledge of soil was learned from experience handed down froa previous 
generations and from trlal««nd~error procedures (Holts. 1969).
Early builders had considerable knowledge of fotmdation properties 
of soils. This is attested by the facrous pyrmnida of Egypt, the Crest 
Wall of China, and earth dans In India that have been ctoring water for 
4&ore than 2000 years. However, nuiaeroua failures have also occurred 
because of the inadequacy of soil foundations. Among the most fanous is 
the Canpanila at Pisa. Italy, known as the Leaning Tower of Plea (Soil 
Survey Staff. 1966). Many other failures due to inadequate soil investi­
gations are recorded in literature whereby countless lives and millions 
of dollars have been lost.
The need for more substantial structures caused engineers to study 
soil problems and to analyse them in the light of other structural design 
problens. One of the first theoretical approaches to eolving soil prob­
lems was made by Coulomb about 1773 (Holts. 1969). He recognised the 
importance of coheeion and friction in the axialysis of stability problems.
The science of soil mechanics is generally attributed to tho lata 
Karl Tersaghi. who pioneered important research. Initiated laI)oretory 
tests to demonstrate soil behavior, and first applied the tarn "soil 
neehsnica** to the field of study (Holts. 1969).
la s reletivaly short period of time, tremendous amount of research 
in testing techniques, field evsluatims. and analytical procedures have
beflsi developed* Proctor* Atterburg* and Caeagrande are but few of the 
men ^ o  have contributed greatly to this aclence* They have accumulated 
detailed and accurate Inforraatlon on the physical characteristics and 
properties* and on the pattern of behavior under the varied conditions 
encountered In practice (Burmlster* 194S)*
Soil mechanics has become an Indlapensable tool to the planner and 
dcalgnsr and as an aid to the builder who worka with soil* Kouever* 
aoll mechanics haa not yet reached the point where full confidence can be
placed on theoretical analysis{ In feet* there ere some areas where no
workable analysis la available (Soli Survey Staff* 1966), This Is espe­
cially true of tropical soils. Very little reliable Information about 
the engineering properties of tropical soil la available in the litera­
ture. Thla paucity of Information is due to the general leek of
englnfterlng studies of these soils (Peering* 1968),
As far back as 1915* Kelley stated that the normal methods of classi­
fication usually eaployed In temperate soils are not adaptable to Hawaiian 
conditions. Today* ve realise more than ever that thla statement made 
more than 56 years ago should be heeded by soil sciantlsts and engineers 
who work with tropical soils. Even with all kinds of chemical* physical 
and alneralogical data In our possession* no serious attempts have been 
made to ayatematlcally Interpret them so that they nay be used advanta­
geously for engineering design. This deficiency Is due to the fact that 
many of us still treat tropical soils like temperate cone soils.
The soils of Hawaii have been napped and classified* and much 
chemical* physical* and mineralogleal data have been collected. These 
date are being used primarily to Interpret soils for agricultural
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production. There is now a need for raore urban and recreational 
developfoent. The inpact of urbanisation and the competition for land 
has necessitated the need for accurate interpretations of soils for 
enolneerlng uses.
Planners should know the location and extent of soils that are 
subject to flooding; the soils that have low bearing capacity; the soils 
with high shrlnk-awell properties; and the soils with potential slide 
haxards. Some of these facts about soils can bo learned froro soil nsaps. 
One major objective of soil survey Is the prediction of soil behavior 
under defined use and manageaent. In agtriculture, the ultimate objective 
of soil science is to predict the yield and quality of specific crops 
under defined managemait.
The application of knowledge gained in the selection of soils for 
agricultural purposes is tantamount to the selection of soils as founda­
tion material for housing, roads and streets, septic tanks, golf courses, 
and for many other non-agrlcultural uses. Predictions must be msde prior 
to construction as to how soil will perfore. Land should be zoned so 
that houses are not allowed to be built ^ a r e  there is Itsalnence of flood, 
soil creep or cracking and settling of foundations.
One of the most widely used engineering soil classification systems 
Is the Unified system developed by Casagrande and nodlfled by the Bureau 
of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers. This clsssification system 
categorizes soils into groups with respect to their behavior as engineer­
ing material. Long experience with use of Hawaiian aoils as foundation 
material for snail structures suggests that the Unified classification 
ayaten does not satisfactorily predict soil behavior in Hawaii.
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For oxampla, soils categorized as >01 soils under the Unified 
classification syaten are considered poor foundation naterial. Figure 1 
illustrates that Uavaiion aollo in the >01 group are generally used for 
foundations with good results* Figure 2 depicts the stability of these 
soils when they are used as unllned irrigation ditches* and Figure 3 
shous how atoep cuts along hlgliways resist erosion even when devoid of 
vegetation.
A nore extr«ae example of tJie inadequacy of the Unified classifi­
cation system for Uawniisn soils is shown In Figures 4 and 5. These 
houses rest on a soil classified In the 01! group* Such soils are 
considered to have very poor bearing value for foundations (F.H.A,, 1959) 
and yet sisall structures have b e m  built on such soils for many years 
with no recorded fotmdation failure*
While the Unified classification system Incoirrectly predicts 
Hawalltm soil bohsvior* In many cases it does apply* It does so In 
solla classified in the CII group* CR soils are generally considered 
unsuitable for foundations* Because of the general inapplicability of 
the system in Hawaii* engineers have tended to disregard this system 
antirely* Figure 6 lUustrates a consequence of this error.
The objectives of this investlgstlcm arej
1* To classify soma of the Hawaiian soils by both the 
American Aasoclatlon of Highways nfficlals Eysten and 
the tfnlfled Soil Classification System*
2, To arrive at a rational explanation for the differences 
in angineering properties between tropical and temperate 
soils*
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Plf»ure I. —  Rousln;? Development on MJ? Soils cm Oahu, Hawaii
Ptjfore 2. —  T?nHn®d Irrlfatlon Dttch cm iffl Soil Showing Stable Side
Slopes
Figure 3, —  Stoep Road Cuts on Rolls Having Stable Slopes
Figuro 4, —  VIousa Built on OH Soil la Pcpeelceo, Hawaii
Figure 5. —  Uouso on Deep OH Soil In Hilo, Hawaii
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Figure 6. —  Houses Built on Steep Slopes on Soils with Montmorillonlte
Mineralogy
u3. To interpret ti\e soil claMifleation so thet they can be 
uned to predict the performance of the solla as 
construction material for roads and as foundation 
tRaterlal for da»s and dwellings.
REVIEW OP LITERATimE
Classification la an arrannemont of objects into classes or groups. 
Classification is not static but often changes as knowledge expands, the 
best classification la one which can best serve the purpose for which it 
was wade (Soil Survey Staff, 1962), Soils raay be classified in m a y  waya 
and several classification systews have been developed (Soil Survey Staff, 
1960 and 1970j Casagrande, 1948} AASHO, 1966), The various cl88alfica> 
tion systems used In eoll mechanics are discussed by Casagrande (1943). 
the two moat widely used classification systems In soil mechanics are 
the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) and the 
Cnifled Soil Classification Systems,
AASHO CLASSIFICATION f^ fST15^ f
The American Association of State Highway Officials System (AASHO, 
1966), a system of classifying engineering properties of solla based on 
field performance of highways, was previously referred to as the Public 
Roads Administration soil classification syate® because it was developed 
by that organisation In 1931, This system was revised by a eubeommlttee 
of the Highway Research Board in 1945, and It became the standard of 
AAS!K> since that time,
Tl»e grouping of soils of about the same general load>>carrylng capa~ 
city and aervlca resulted in seven basic groups that were deaignated A-1 
through A-7, Tlie beat soils for road subgrades were classified as A-1, 
the next as A-2, etc., with the poorest soils being cleaslfled as A-7,
Tha seven basic soil groups have been divided Into subgroups with a group 
Index to approximate within group variations. The classification is made 
by using the teat limits and group index values shown In Table 1.
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Table 1. —  Classification of Soils in the AASUO System*
General
Classification
Granular Materials 
(3SZ or less passing No. 200)
Sllt-Clay Materials 
(More than 35Z passing Ho. 200)
Croup
Classification
A-1
A-3
A-2
A-4 A-5 A-6
A-7
A-7-5
A-7-6A-l-a A-l-b A-2-4 A-2-5 A-2-6 A-2-7
Sieve Analysis, 
Percent passing: 
ik>. 10 
So. 40 
No. 200
SO max.
30 eax. 
15 eax.
50 nax. 
25 eax.
51 mln. 
10 max. 35 faax. 35 max. 35 max. 35 max. 36 sin. 36 mln. 36 sin. 36 min.
Characteristics of 
Fraction passing 
So. 40:
Liquid liait 
Plasticity index 6 max. K.P.
40 nax. 
10 max.
41 min. 
10 eax.
40 max. 
11 mitt.
41 min. 
11 oln.
40 max. 
10 max.
41 min. 
10 max.
40 max. 
11 min.
41 min. 
11 mln.
Usual Types of Sig­
nificant Consti­
tuent Materials Stona Fragments, 
Gravel and Sand
Fine
Sand
Silty or Clayey Gravel end Sand Silty Soils Clayey Soils
Gsneral Sating as 
Subgrade
—
Excellent to Good Fair to Poor
*Fro«a AASUO Designation: M 145-66 I.
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UMIFIKD ftOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The Unified Soil Claselflcetlon Syeten la baeed on the eyaten 
developed by Ceaagrende (1948) of Harvard University for the Oorpe of 
Engineers during World War II» Since then* the original claaslflcetlon 
has been expanded and revised In cooperation with the U.S, Bnreau of 
Recleiatlon and the Corps of Englneera (Corps of Engineers* 1953] U,S, 
Department of Interior* 1960),
The Unified Soil Classification System Identifies soils according 
to their texture and plastic qualities and grouped with respect to their 
performances as engineering construction nsterlel. The symbols used are 
connotatlve of the soil makeup. In this system* soil materials are 
Identified as coarse grained (G or S)* fine grained (M or C)* and highly 
organic (0), For example* soils tliat consist primarily of fine-grained* 
olther plastic or non-plastic material* are Identified by the symbols ML 
or CL If the liquid limit Is low and by HH or CH If the liquid limit la 
high. If the claaslflcatlon is borderllns between two groups* the synbole 
for both groups ere given* joined by a hyphen. An example of such e 
borderline classification Is ''ML-CL** (U.S, Department of Interior* I960), 
The A-llne la represented by the equetlont
Plasticity Index ■ 0.73 x (liquid limit -20)
It represents the boundary between Inorganic clays (C groups) which occur 
above the Ap*llne and the Inorgcmle elite and claya (M groups) which occur 
below. Soils with liquid limits of less then 50 percent ere placed In 
the L group end those with liquid limlta of more than 50 percent are 
placed In the II grotip,
Thaee two classification systems together with the USDA systea are
compared In Table 2 (Soil Survey Staff, 1970). Much has been written 
about these clasalflcation ays teas, end tables have been developed to 
predict the perforraance of soils as construction material for reads and 
as foundation natarlal for da»s snd hones. Halne and Hill, (1948) and 
Caaagrande, (1948) state that aftar a soil Is properly classified, it la 
possible to Indicate the engineering properties typical of the various 
soil groups and their use In engineering structurea* Soils of Hawaii, 
however, do not behave as tetnperate cllzaate soils, and these criteria 
arc useless In predicting the behavior of englnaerlng properties of 
tropical soils (Townsend ec al., 1969).
To correct this difference In behavior between temperate and 
tropical soils, Vallerga and van Til (1970) devised a classification 
systen for laterltle soils In Thailand by extending the Unified Soil 
Classification Systea to Include aynbols for defining the durability 
characteristics of gravel and sand aggregate particles and the degree 
of plasticity of the fine grained materials In the gravel and srad.
They Included an intennedlate group T to cover part of the L range 
because the suffixes L and H In the original system are Inadequate to 
distinguish the entire range of compressibility.
Vargas (1948) suggested that t!ie two major divisions of fine grained 
soils be divided Into subgroups according to nlneraloglcal coiaposltion 
and organic matter content. He suggested that a kaolin group be added.
If a new group for tfte kaolin type clays Is added, this would Introduce 
subgroups of kaolin type clays, RH or RL, which la coraaon in Hawaiian 
aolls.
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Tnble 2. —  Oenernl Relntlonshlp of Syfltrms Used for Clasalfylnp. Soil Sn-.nlen*
USPA Texture ; 
Class & Symbol :
Unified
Sjsnbol
AASIIO ! 
Sjmibol 1
Soil Properties 
: Related to Classification
Clay; slltv clay CU A-7 lllRh ahrlnk-swell clays
"c"; "sic" M".
CL
A-7 
A-7
Mica, iron oxide, kaollnltic clnya 
Low LL. Ccncrnlly clay <65%
Slltv, clay loam CL A-7 Low LL. Plastic. (A-6 clav <30%)
"slci" ML-CL
cn
MH
A-7
A-7
A-7
Low LL. Mod. Plastic. (A-6 clnyOO%) 
lliph LL. Ulph shrlnk-Hwell clavs 
IllRh LL. Mica, iron oxide, kaollnltic
Clay loam CL A-6 or A-7 Low LL. Plastic
"cl" ML-CL
CH
A-6
A-7
A-7
Low LL. Moderately plastic
lliph LL. IIlRh shrink-swell clays
KlRh LL. Mica, iron oxide, kaollnltic
I.oam ML-CL A-6 Moderately plastic (A-6 clav >21%)
CL
ML
A-6
A-6
Plastic (A-6 clay <22%)
Low plasticity. (A-7 clny>21%)
Silt loam ML-CL A-6 Moderately plastic. (A-6 clay> 21%)
"sil" ML
CL
A-6
A-6
Low plasticity. (A-7 clav>2i%) 
Plastic
Silt - "si" ML A-6 Low plasticity
Sandv clav CL A-7 Over 50% fines
"sc" SC A-7 50% or less fines
Sandy clay loan SC A-6 Plastic. 36 to 50% fines
"scl" SC
SM-SC
A-2-6 
A-5
Plastic. 35% or less fines 
Plastic. Over 50% fines
Sandy loam .SM A-2-6 Low plasticity
"si" SC
SM-SC
A-2-6
A-2-6
Plastic
Moderately plastic
Fine sandv loan SM A-6 Nonplastic. 50% or less fines
"fsl" ML
ML-CL
SM-SC
A-6
A-6
A-6
Nonplnstlc. Over 50% fines 
Moderately plastic. Over 50% fines 
Moderately plastic. 50% or less fines
V.F. sandy loam ML-CL A-6 Moderately plastic
"vfsl" ML A-6 Low plasticity
toamy sands SM A-2-6 Nonplnstlc. 35% or loss fines
"Is": "ifs" SM-SC A-2-6 Moderately plastic. 35% or less fines
"Ivfs" SM
ML
A-6
A-6
Low plasticity. Over 35% fines 
Little or no plasticity
Sand; fine sand SP-SM A-3 5 to 10% fines (approx.)
"s": "fa" SM
SP
A-2-6
A-3
Over 10% fines (approx.) 
Less than 5% fines
V.F. sand - "vfs" SM
ML
A-2-6
A-6
Low plasticity 
Little or no plasticity
Coarse sand SP;CM A-1 Less than 5% fines
"cs" SP-SM
SM
SM
A-1
A-1
A-2-6
5 to 12% fines 
13 to 25% fines 
Over 25% fines
Crave 1 "C" CP; CM A-1 Less than 5% fines
50% pass ?2nO CM or CC A-1 5 to 25% fines
50% of coarse CM or GC A-2 26 to 35% fines
pass sieve CM
GC
A-6
A-6
Over 35% fines 
Over 35% fines
*From n.oslc Soil Hccbnnlcr-— Soil Conr.ervntion Sorvlce, 1966.
Casagrande (1948) soggasted that In localltlas whara kaolin typa 
clays are Important, it would be desirable to sdd esparate subgroupa for 
KL, KI and KH. He further suggested that a division be made for liquid 
llnlt ranging below 3S and those from 35 to 50, The soils In such en 
intermediate group were to be Identified vttix the letter I as shown in 
Table 3.
INDEX PROPERTIP.S
Certain soil tests such os gradation, liquid limit, and plastic 
limit are used to assist In the classification of a soil (PCA Primer, 
1962),
Index properties are used to classify soils into broad groups to 
predict certain behaviors. This Is distinguished from engineering 
properties where design values are obtained.
Gradation, Tha gradation of soils Is one of the isost Important 
properties used In clesalfylng soils. There are two procedures commonly 
used by engineers to determine grain slse distrlbutlont (a) sieve 
analysis and (b) hydrooeter method. The analysis diet should be used 
depends upon the soil in question. If the grain slza distribution la 
great enough, both analyses must be used. For most tropical solla, gra­
dation Is not rallobla, Tha soils usually are cohesive with very little 
coarse material. The clays sre difficult to disperse and have a tendency 
to form stable aggregates (Chotlnon, 1969), The amount of clay in theae 
soils can be estimated by multiplying the 15-bar water content by a 
factor of 2*5 (Soil Survey Staff, 1960),
Atterburg Limits (Liquid Limit and Plasticity Index). Attarburg 
devised tests to determine the moisture content of a soil when It chmges
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Table 3. —  Suggested ExtMinsioB of Unified Croups for FinS'^rained
Soils*
Original Group Suggested Expansion
CL
ML
OL
CL
KL
LIQUID LIMIT - 35X
OL
Cl
KI
MI LIQUID LIMIT • 50Z 
01
CH
MU
OH
CU
KH
ME
OH
•Ftxw Casagrande, 1948,
from one major physical ctmdlclon to another. They show the water- 
holding capacity of soils under various conditions. The four states of 
consistency utilised are the liquid, plastic, senl-solld. end solid 
states. The caolsture content at which the soil changes froa the liquid 
state to tho plastic state Is called the liquid Unit. Tills test is 
roidly an index of cohesion m  cohesion retards flow. Sandy soils have 
low liquid Units and silts and clays have high liquid limits. Liquid 
li»its increase aa fineness Increases and load-carrying capacity 
decreases.
Plastic U n i t  Is the moisture content nt which tfie soil ceases to 
behave plastically and the soil tends to crumble when deformed. The 
plastic limit is governed by the clay content. Load-carrying capacity 
increases ao the moisture content decreases below the plastic limit.
The numerical difference In moisture content between the liquid 
limit and plastic llnit Is called the plastic Index, The plasticity 
index Is en Inportsnt soil characteristic because It la a neasuro of 
plastic behavior of soils and a general Indicator of tiie shrlnk-swoll 
potential. The plasticity index gives tho range In moisture content at 
which a soil is In a plastic state. When the liquid limit or plastic 
U n i t  cmmot be detemlned or when tlw! plastic liquid Is equal to or higher 
than the liquid limit, the plastic Index Is reported as nonplastlc (NF)
(PCA Soil Primer. 1962).
The Attetburg limits have boen used extensively end quite success­
fully to classify soils In temperate regions and. In a general way. to 
predict their behavior on the basis of these Index properties. However, 
correlation of this nature with tropical soils can lead to erroneotta
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conclusions (Townsend et si.* 1969).
Flach* observed that a simple linear regression equation showing 
the relationship between liquid limit and percant clay could be used to 
obtain a rough estimate of liquid limit. Tfie equation for clays with 
good dispersionI
Liquid Limit - (0.9 x 7. clay) + 10 
Many soils ara difficult to disperse. For these soils* the per­
centage of clay is determined by tlte higher value of (1) the measured 
clay content* or (2) 2.5 x the percentage of water retained by 15-bar 
tension. The equation tx> estimate the liquid limit for these soilst 
Liquid Limit « (2 x 15-bar water) +  10 
In one of their studies* the Corps of Engineers (1951) found that 
a correlation coafflcient of 0.882 was cd}talned for a line of 
regression represented by the equatlmt
Liquid Limit ■ 0.97 (percent clay) 15.3 
(with a standard arror of 10.5).
FROCTOR COMPACYIOH TEST
The Proctor compectloa test (Proctor* 1943) commonly referred to 
as maximum dry density and optimum nolstura* has been used extensively 
by the engineering profeesion. Realising that the use of soil-molature 
content that obtains the least voids with a particular method of 
compaction results in the most watertight and stable dams* Proctor 
(1943) devised a procedure In the engineering control of earth dams and 
construction. Tfie required soil density Is obtained by controlling the
20
•Statement to the author by K. Flach* Soil Survey Laboratory* 
Riverside* California.
correct moisture content In the soil before It Is compacted,
k particular soil aay be compacted to many different densities due 
to the variation In water content. Therefore* the hlgheet extent to 
which the voids are reduced by compaction at that moisture content Is 
referred to as maximum density and optimum moisture,
Holsturc-dcnalty data can be helpful In predicting many character- 
latlcs of In-place soils* but euch data should be regarded as an 
Indicator only and should not be used as the basis for design.
Several factors influence the density obtained by compaction. The 
important onea arei (1) the i^iolsture content of Cie soil (2) the nature 
of the soil* Its gradation and physical properties and (3) the type and 
amount of compactlve effort (PCA Primer, 1962),
Dry Penaltyt Dry denelty of a soil Is a very Important Indicator 
property because most of the neehanlcal properties of a soil relate in 
pert to density. Generally speaking* for e particular type of soil* 
strength Increases* while compressibility* permeability* and shrinkage 
potential decreeees as dry density Increases (Soil Survey Staff* 1966), 
For aolla with a high moisture content* the Hawaii State Highway 
Division perfoms the teet by sir drying the soil in Increments from the 
natural state and by determining the density at each increment. This 
method of analysis gives e curve tdilch la more Indicative of the behav­
ior under natural conditions beeeuae dehydration of the soil la not 
possible In the field (Tatelshl* 1967), This procedure Is Important as 
these Rydrondepts dehydrate Irreversibly Into sand and gravel else 
fragments and %rould not give a true Indication of Its proper texture* 
properties and behavior In the field.
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Optltnan Motature; Th« «nglne«rlng behavior of a soil is vary closely 
related with aoee interaction between the solid portion of the coil and 
the aolsture In it. The effect of the moisture content of a soil upon the 
density la the Bost Inpcrtant principle of soil coepactlon.
The Influence of moisture content on the density of a soil Is illus- 
tratsd by the use of percent nu>isturc content versus taaxlnum dry density 
curve. This curve is unique for a particular soil and compaction method, 
and there is an optimum moisture content at which a given soil can be 
compacted to the greatest density. The shrlnk-svell potential, ease of 
compaction, and strength vary with laoisture content.
Kawano end Holnes (1958) studied the factors that influanced soil 
compaction of Hawaiian soils. A highly significsnt correlation coefficient 
was obtainad when optimum moisture was correlated with plastic limit or 
with liquid limit. From data available, Hawaiian soils at a given dry 
density has a higher optimum moisture content than continental U.S. soils. 
MINERALOCT: The engineering properties are influenced mostly by the soil
type, its gradation, and tha composition (PCA Primer, 1962). Many of tha 
physical properties of a clay system are affected by its particle sice 
distribution. Some of the properties are bulk density, specific surface, 
water-holding capacity, permeability, shrink-swell potential and strength. 
It is safe to sey that these factors are related ulticuitely to olneralogi- 
cal composition (Low, 1968).
Generally, tropical soils have a granular structure due to the high 
content of iron end aluminum oxides. The presence of iron in troplcel 
soils Is one of the most important factors responsible for desirable 
eagioeerlng properties (Vintsrkom, 1968). The clays are chsracterissd
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by « high content of Iron and aluminum silicates and low silica content. 
The properties sonetliaes differ greatly froa the clays In temperate 
regions (Kelley, 1915).
Maslov (1950) a Russian sclratlst, considered that each mineral 
particle la completely surrounded by a membrane of botmd water. Denisov 
(1950) stated "...that cohesion of clay particles may be due to the 
Influence of molecular attraction between particles (Including colloids) 
as well as to cementation by different chemical compounds."
There Is tmpubllshed evidence at the University of Hawaii that 
ceatentatlon by amorphous coatings around soil particles render Hawaiian 
soils more stable than soils of equivalent plastic Indexes of other 
areas.
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SOILS
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Englneera are laainly interested in the subsoil or C horlson in 
characterizing end determining properties of soils. The date of subsoils 
of 55 soil series were, therefore, exanlned. Tha data represents the 
analysis of only one sample In e few cases but may represent as many as 
75 or more samples of the same series In other easea. In the letter, 
the date were averaged for each series. The date and classification of 
soils are presented In Table 4. The description of each series Is 
eveilable in any office of the Soil Conservation Service In Uawell.
METHODS
The date for liquid limit, plastic limit, plastic index, dry density, 
end optimum moisture were obtained from various agencies. The date for
specific gravity, 15-bar water, mineralogy, and organic carbon were
obtained from the soli data bank at the University of Hawell. The methods 
described below are among those used in previous research from which most 
of the data for this report were collected.
1. Liquid Limit;
The soil used for this test was aacerlal passing through a Ho. 40 
sieve. Distilled water was added to the soil until e fairly stiff 
paste consistency was obtained. A pet of soil paste va» then placed 
In the cup of the liquid limit apparatus and a groove wee made In 
the paste with e grooving tool through the soil across the center of 
the soil mass. The moisture content at which 25 blows or drops of
the cup closed the groove along e length of one-half inch was
determined to be the liquid limit. A standard drop of 1 cm was used 
(ASTN Designation: D423).
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2. Plaatlc Limit:
The plaatlc llalt test consisted of rolling out a ball of 
Btolse soil on a smooth surface eoch as a place of glass to f o m  a 
thread. The moisture content at vhlch the thread cruabled into ssall 
cylindrical pieces of about tme-half Inch length vlch a dlanoter of 
one-eighth Inch was detemlned to be the plastic Halt. These 
pieces of soli wore placed In a Bwiatura can. weighed before and 
after being oven dried et 105° C. and the moisture percentage was 
calculated on an oven dry weight basis (ASTM Deslgnetloni D424).
3. Pleetic Index;
The numerical difference between tbe liquid limit and the 
plaetlc llalt is called the plastic Index.
4. Molsture-DensltY Relationship;
a. Modified Proctor
The relationship between the moisture content and density of 
soils when coapected was determined with e 10-pound rammer dropped 
from a height of 18 inches following the procedure given in ASTM 
Designations D1557-66T. Method A. An adequate quantity of pulverized 
soil was passed through a No. 4 (4.76 mm} aleve and thoroughly mixed 
with water. A representative aample was then compacted In e 4-lneh 
mold in 3 equal layers to give a total compacted depth of about 5 
Inches. Each layer was compacted by 25 uniformly distributed blows 
by the reamer dropping free froa a height of 18 Inches above the 
soil. A representative cample of the material was taken to detsraine 
Che moisture content.
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b. Standard Proctor
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The standard proctor uses a 5.5 pound ramar dropped from 
a height of 10 Inches. Otherwise, this procedure given In ASTH 
Oeelgnetioa: D69B-66T Is slniler Co the modified Proctor moisture 
density relationship test described above.
5. Specific Gravity:
The specific gravity of a soil is the ratio of the weight of 
the oven-dried soil to the weight of water displaced by the Indivi­
dual soil psrticles. This was determined by the use of a pycnomeCer 
to measure displacement of water by the soil as described by 
Wrigbt (1934).
6. 15-Bar Water;
The isolsture content retained at 15-ber was neesured with the 
pressure membrane apperetus by following the procedure of Richards 
(1954).
7. Mineralogy and Particle Sise:
According to the new soil clesslflcetlon system (Soil Survey 
Staff, 1970) the soils in llewali have oxldlc, keolinltlc, montmo- 
rlUenltle, halloysitic, or ferrltic mineralogy. The mineralogy 
of these eolle was determined by X-ray diffraction, chemical end 
differential thermal analyses. In cases where mineralogy does 
not apply In family differentiae, pertlcle-slse designations such 
as thlxotroplc end medial ere used.
8. Organic Carbon;
Organic carbon was determined by the Welkley-Bleck (1934) 
method. The organic carbon In the air dried 100-mesh soil was
BQ!
oxidized in a potaeaium dichroaate-sulfuric acid mixture, and the 
excess dlchronate vaz back titrated with ferrous aulfate aolutloc.
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RESULTS AKD DISCUSSION
laglneering Soli Classifications
Soli nachanlcs data for 335 saaples rcprssentlng 55 soil ssrlas 
and 16 subgroups of the now Soil Taxonosy were gathered from Terlous 
I agencies In Hawaii. All these soils were considered cohesive soils or
I
I those In which jtore than 35 percent of the soil passed the No. 200
I
sieve. Procedure for these analyses nay be found in the references
cited In the following sections. Since only a few of the Hewellan soils 
are coarse textured. none of these were considered. These samples were 
classified in both the AASHO and the Unified soil classification systems 
discussed below.
AASHO Classification: This system classifies soils Into seven
groupe; these In turn were subdivided Into 12 subgroups. Soils used in 
this study were classified in the AASHO systea using the procedure des­
cribed In AASHO Designation: M 145-661. It is primarily based on 
laboratory determinations of particle-slze distribution, liquid limit, 
and plasticity Index as shown In Table 1.
The liquid limits and plasticity indexes of 41 soil seriss were 
plotted as shown in Figure 7. These soils fall Into five groups: there 
were three A-4’s, two A-5's, one A-6, ten A-7-6*a and twenty-five 
A-7-7's. The group index, which is useful in determining the relative 
quality of the soil material for use in embankments end subgrades, was 
not determined because sieve analyses were not available. All of these 
soils were rated as fair to poor eubgrade materiel requiring an 
Increased thickness of base coarse in order to furnish adequate support 
for traffic loads. Soils In A-5 and A-7 categories possess high
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elAatlclty or coaprassibility (Lobncs and Handy, 1968) which is const- 
dcrad poor englnaarlng soil «aCerlal.
The AASilO clasalfication is not used extensively in Uawali because 
the systea classifies Uavalian soils into only a Halted nunbar of 
groups. Soils in these groups are rated as fair to poor subgrade oatcrl- 
al. imparlance shows that this is not ths case for aany of these soils; 
for exanple, soae of the soils in the Typlc Torrox whicli are classified 
SB A-7-6 have a auiximita dry density of 97 to 101 pounds per cubic foot 
and an optiaun xutisturs content of 24 to 26 percent. Uncoxiflned com­
pression of these soils run as high as 12,450 pounds per square foot. 
These results suggest that these soils are good subgrade naterlal. There 
is sufficient practical evidence to indicate that the majority of 
Hawaiian soils, when classified In the AASIIO system, fail to respond in 
the manner predicted by that classlfieatloo. Therefore, some other 
classification must be used to predict the engineering behavior of 
Hawaiian soils.
Unified Soil Classification System; The samples were classified 
according to the Unified soil classification system given in ASTM Beelg- 
natlon: D 2487-66T. The general procedure for classifying soils in the 
Unified soil elassifleaticn is shown in Tabls 5. As previously stated, 
most of the soils in Hawaii are fine grained and are considered to be 
cohesive soils. The samples considered in this report were classified 
as KL, MU, CL, CU and OU; howsvsr, other soils in Hawaii do classify in 
the coarse textured groups as in Figure 8 showing houses built on SM 
soils.
Although the Hawaiian soils are distributed over a wide ranga of
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Table 5. —  Field Procedure for Cl.ioslfying Soils In the Unified System*
.->11 ’ a 1 c - So 11 0.)n j cvc 11 on S e i /1 ce , ]. 9 6 5.
LJN)
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Figure 8« —  Houses Quilt on Jaucus Saries Which is Classified es an
55M has Good Foundation Material
Unified soil groups, this clsasifiestlon systen like the AASHO system 
has its lisltations. Hawaiian soils respond differently fron that of 
temperate regions when classified in the sane group. In Figure 9, the 
Uevelien solle are claseifled according to the Unified systen.
CH Oroup— One soil was classified in this group. This was the 
Lueluelel series, a very sticky and very plastic soil with nonttK>rlllo~ 
nltlc alnerelogy. This soil was classified as Chrosusterts in the new 
Soil Taxonony. Lualualei soil was plotted above the A-llne end had a 
plasticity index of 25 percent and a liquid llnit of 67 percent. This 
was ona group of Hawaiian aolls which behaved in e manner predicted by 
the Unified classification systea.
CL Group— The Ewe, Uonoulluli, Kavaihepai, Mamala, and Waiakoa soils 
were clessified in this group. With the exception of the Roweihapai 
series which had mixed mineralogy, all of these soils had kaolinltic 
mineralogies. Apparent texturee of these soils ranged froa silty clay 
loan to clay. These soils were described as having slightly sticky to 
very sticky, end plastic to very plastic consistence. With the exception 
of the Uonoulluli series, ell others in this group were clessified in 
the greet group UaplustoUe. The Honoullull series were classified as 
Chrtnntstarts, a soil slnllar to the Lualualei series except that it had 
liquid llaits of less then 50 percent end a kaolinltic instead of a 
montiBorillonltlc alnerelogy.
ML Croup— The soils that fell into this group possessed ferrltic, 
kaolinltic end oxldlc mineralogies, end nedlal pertlcle-slse. Liquid 
limits for these soils ranged from 39 to 50 percent; the plasticity 
index ranged from 6 to 17 percent. Many Hawaiian soils fall into this
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group.
MH Croup— These soils were composed of ksollaitic end oxidie Biner- 
slogics and aedisl psrticle-sise. The soils with nedisl particle-sixe 
generslly had higher liquid limits. The liquid limits for other Mil soils 
ranged from 50 to 70 percent; the plasticity index ranged from 11 to 53 
percent. Again, this group contains a large portion of great groups 
in the Unified classification syatem.
OH (;roup— This group of soils includes the volcanic ash soils or 
Andcpts that occur in the high rainfall areas. Tha high rainfall and 
dense vegetation account for the high organic matter content in these 
soils, thus differentiating this group from the MH group. All of the 
soils in this group had very high liquid limits ranging from 132 to 
about 290 percent. The plasticity indexes ranged from 21 to 107 percent 
but were generally about 40 percent. These soils are classified as 
Typic iiydrandepta or as Uydrlc Dystrandepta in the new Soil Taxoaooy. 
Relationship between Unified Soil Groups and Soil Tsxonoay
The soils In the CL, CH, and OM groups are correlated to the great 
groups of the Soil Taxonomy. The other groups, however, did not corre­
late to any great groups.
Other great groups such as the Hydrsndepts, Dystraudepts (Hydrlc), 
Tropofollsts, and Troposaprists not included in this study will classify 
in the OH group.
Relationship between Atterburg LlBlts and Mineralogy Pamilies
Mlnorslogy greatly Influences the liquid limits and plastic limits 
of a soil, and they in turn are used to classify soils and to estimate 
aoll properties. Ths montnorlllonltic soils fall above the A-line; the
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kaollnltic group fell below the A~lina; the oxidlc group fall belov the 
kaollnltic group; and the madlal soils in turn fell below the oxidic 
group. The soils with thixotropic properties had extreaely high 
Atterburg limits Bimilar to OH (organic) soils. The above relstion- 
shipe are shown in Figure 10.
Montmorlllonltic Fegily; The Bontmorlllonltlc family is defined us 
having more tlian SO percent aontraorillonite and nontronlte by weight, or 
a mixture with more montmorillonite than any other single clay nlneral 
(Soil Survey Staff, 1970). Ihe soil with montciorlllonltic aincralogy 
fell above the A-llne and denoted high plasticity. This soli was des­
cribed as being very plastic. The Eaontnorlllonitlc soils of temperate 
areas and the tropical soils described by bellerga and van 111 (1970) 
would fall in the same general area on the plasticity chart. As expected, 
the montmorillonitlc soil had a relatively Iilgh (671) liquid Halt.
The soil with oiontmorillonltlc mineralogy was classified in the Cl! 
group.
Kaolonitle yamlly! A kaollnltic family Is one with more than 50 per­
cent kaellnlte, tabular halloyslte and kicklte by weight, and t^th 
smaller amounts of other 1:1 or non-expanding minerals or glbbeite (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1970). All the other soils fell belov the A-llne and 
denoted low plasticity. In this study, the soils with ksolinitlc miner­
alogy fell below end near the A-line as in temperate sone soils; a few 
ware slightly above the A-line but below the 50 percent liquid Halts.
The regression equation for Hawaiian soils with kaollnltic mineralogy 
is:
Plasticity index - -0.25 -F 0.39 x liquid Halt
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LIQUID LIMIT
Conventional kaolin!tie soils are generally referred to ao clays that 
possess scsna of the characteristics of inorgooilc soils with low dry 
strangth* This Is, however, not true of Hswailsn kaolinltlc soils even
with liquid llnlta of teore than 50 percent,
I
Kaolinltlc soils were classified In the CL, ML, and MH group
depending on thalr liquid Itnits and plasticity indexes. Most of these
soils, however, fall in tha MU or S^L group, i
Qxldlc FamilyI Oxldle faally Is one with lass than 90 percent
quarts and less than 40 percent of any other single material and the
ratio of 2 extractabla iron oxide and glbbalta « >  o,20, soils with
i clay
oxidlc talneralogy vara somewhat scattered below the A-llna and had liquid 
limits of more than 50 percent and plasticity Indaxas of lass than 24 
percent. The regression line of these soils was below that of the line 
for kaolinltlc mineralogy and similar to that of medial mineralogy, Tha 
regreaslon aquatlcm for soils with oxidlc mineralogy 1st
Plasticity Index ■* -3,49 -f 0,39 x liquid llnlt 
TTxasa soils wore classified In tha ML or HH groups with the majority 
falling in tha ML group.
Medial F m l l y t Soils formed from volcanic ash under relatively low 
rainfall hove medial particle-Blae, Medial family la daacribed aa one 
with lasa than 60 percent by weight of volcanic ash, cinders, and pumice 
In tha fina earth fraction, and this fraction la not thlxotroplc (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1970), Tha liquid llnlt of thaae aolls ranged from 43 to 
123 percent} tha plasticity Indexes ranged from 9 to 27 percent,
Thaae soils were classified in tha MB group.
Thlxotroplc Fsallyt Thlxottopy la described In Wabetar's
39
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dictionary an "a reversiblo gel-sol transformed under IsotVicraal shearing 
stress following rest.'* The U3rdraadepts and the Hydric Dyatrandepts 
exhibit this property. Liquid linita ranged from 136 to 290 percent; 
plastic indexes for these soils ranged froa 20 to 120 percent but 
generally were on the low side. The regression equation for this soil Is: 
Plasticity index • -23.21 + 0.40 x liquid llalt 
Most of these soils Itsve high organic matter content. Therefore, 
siost of thera were classified In the OH group. Others with less organic 
matter concent were classified In the I'tH group. In general, soils 
developed froa volcanic ash had liquid limits decreasing In tbe following 
order: thlxotropic. medial and ashy families.
Mixed Family; The soils with mixed mineralogy varied from low to 
high liquid Halts. Even e small amount of montmorillonite gave a soil 
characteristics of this mineral. Because of the numerous tjrpes of 
minerals in this family, it was difficult to make predictions on the 
behavior of these soils.
Solis with mixed mineralogy were classified in the CL or MU group. 
Relationship between Modified Proctor Density and Unified Soil Croups 
Thsse soils were compacted with a 10-pound raneier and the Tsaxlimim 
dry density was plotted against Che optimum nolsture. The regression 
equation for this relationship Is:
Dry density • 142.5 (-1.6 x optimum moisture)
To determine if there was any existence of reletlcmshlp between the 
Proctor density and Unified soil groups. Collins* plotted maximum dry
40
^Unpublished data at the Soil Conservation Service Office,
density against optlFium aolsture. His results showed a grouping of HL, 
MH and CL groups with definite ranges in Baxlmun dry density and 
optinun iBoiature for each group. Data compiled for thia report ehowe MH 
soils below Line B; ML soils between Lines B and C; and CH and GL soils 
above Line C (Figure 11),
Kawano and Holmes (1958) compared compaction tests for five nont-* 
morlUonltlc and five kaolinltic clay soils in Hawaii, Their results 
failed to show that montoorlllonlte clays compacted more readily than 
kiK>llnita clays.
Townsend et si. (1971) suggested that the oxides of Iron and 
alumlnwn Influenced the behavior of a soil by coating the clays and 
binding th«a into coarser aggregates. Ho further believed that the 
granular structure of the soil gave a soil a lover density and a higher 
void ratio. However, the results of this study showed that the maximura 
dry density of Hawaiian soils were comparable to that of the temperate 
regions but had higher optimum taoieture content. The high optimum 
Roieture content was due to water held within the porous microaggregates 
(Townsend et al., 1971) and from that associated with tho amorphous 
coatings around the soil,
Tersaghi (1958) stated that laterltle and temperate aolls having 
similar liquid limits and plastic llnlta behaved differently because 
of the presence of nlcroaggregate cluster of cloys containing large 
amounts of geethlta in laterltle soils.
Relationship between Modified Proctor Density and Miasralogy
The mineralogies of these soils were compared with the modified 
Proctor densities of tlie aolls os shown In Figure 12. The optlmua
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moisture content of oxldlc soils was generally taore than 30 percent 
while that of the kaollnltlc soila was less then 30 percent. KaollnlClc 
eolls showed quite low optimum moisture content even thou^,h they had a 
fairly high clay content.
Ihe meximBa dry density of these soils was eleo dependent upon
mineralogy. The oxldlc soils had a maxlBura dry density of less than 95
pounds pec cubic foot, while that of kaollnltlc soils generally had
more than 95 pounds per cubic foot. This Is probably due to the fine­
ness of the oxldlc claya which have a greater surface area, and there­
fore, more moisture content.
The optimum moisture content for all these Hawaiian soils, however, 
was much greater than tlwse of temperate sons soils.
Relationship between Liquid Limit and Optlinua Moisture
The optimum moisture content Is related to texture and clay 
mineralogy. In fine grained soils, specific surface area Is more 
Inportant than gradation inasmuch as it usually Indicates chemical 
activity and mineralogy. The ehrlnk-swsU potential, ease of 
compaction, and strfsngth decreases as the optlatsa moisture increeaes.
The above le true for soils whose behavior can be predicted by the 
Unified clesslflcetlon eysten.
For Hawaiian soils, this generalisation does not hold. Larga sur­
face areas, associated with the smallness of ths clay slse, contributed 
to the high adsorptive capacity for water witleh Is reflected In the 
high liquid limit and optimum moisture. These fine particles, however, 
are thoroughly cemented into aggregates by amorphous coatings. Thus, 
oxide soils possess properties of flne-gralnsd material such as high
44
liquid limits and optimtun molstura on the one hand, and high strength of 
quartz grain soil on the other. The fineness of the particles of oxidie 
oonpoeitlon in relation to particles of knollnltic clay nineral may be 
compared in the electron nlcrographs (Figure# 13 and 14),
The soils with oxidie mineralogy have. In general, greater liquid 
limits and optimun molsttire than soils with ka»linitlc mineralogy,
VJhen the liquid limit and optimum wolature were plotted for soils of 
vesying rdneralogles, the points ^/era scattered as shown in Figure 15,
In general, the medial and montmorlUonite have high liquid llraltsj the 
oxidie soils have intermediate liquid limits; and the kaolinitic soils 
have low liquid limits.
As the water content of the soil increases above optlmnEn noiature. 
It becomes wore difficult to excavate with ordinary earth moving equip­
ment, At water contents exceeding optimum moisture of 10 percent. It 
would probably be necessary to excavate with drag lines rather thim 
scrapers (Thombum, 1966), Ttiis was exactly what the contractors did 
^ten constructing the OJ.envood section of the new Volcano road on the 
island of Hawaii, Here, much of the area is occupied by the Akaka 
series, and OH soil with liquid llifilts of 290 percent and with thlxotro- 
pic properties. The Hilo end Honokae soils have lower liquid limits of 
about 150 percent. Scrapers c«s be used; however, because these soils 
have chlxotroplc properties, tha tractors have been known to bog down 
after several passages over the earn area,
Felationshlp between Plastic Index and Optig«igi Tjolature and between 
Plaatie Limit and Optlmua Moisture
45
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Figure 13, •—  Electron Micrograph of Clay Apgregatea wltli Oxidlc 
Mineralogy by R, Jones of University of Hawaii
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Plgtira 14, —  Electrcm Micrograph of Clay Aggregataa with Kaolinltlc 
Mlnaralogy by R, Jones of University of ilawali
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When the relatloashlps between plasticity index and/or plastic 
llalt and optlaua moisture were compered, the optimum molature for oxldlc 
soils were higher then that for kaolinltic soils (Figure 16). Optimum 
moisture for oxldlc soils was core chan 29 percent while that of kaoll- 
nitic soils was less.
There was a correlation between high plasticity index and blgh 
shrlnk-swell potential and this was shown by such soils as Lualualei and 
Uonoulluli series, members of the Typlc Chromustercs.
Proposed Hodlftcation of the Unified Soil Classification System
Because of Che numerous suggestions he received for expansion of 
his Unified soil classification system, Casagrande (1948) reconmendcd 
the Introduction of an I (Intermediate) group for liquid limits between 
35 to 50 percent and the addition of a kaolinltic subgroup as 
possibilities.
The soil data used In this study did not show liquid limits of 
less than 35 percent. Therefore, an I group has little value for 
Heweiian soils.
In order Co make the Unified system more useful for Hewailan eoils. 
It ie proposed that a symbol H be placed before the Unified group. This 
will Imaedietely show that this Is a taodlficetion of the Unified system 
for iiawailan soils. Furthermore, a letter denoting families for kaoli­
nltic, ozidic, and montmorillonicic classes and thlxotropie and medial 
pertlcle-sises should be added aftar the Unified groups because of the 
laportent role mineralogy plays in the behavior of Hawaiian soils. This 
proposed modiflcecion Is presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. —  Proposed N od lflcsC loo  o f the Un ified  Groups fo r  Kawallsn
S o ils  According to M lneralosy
O rig in a l Groups Suggested Croups Family D iffe re n t ia e
CL H -  CL -  M Mixed
H -  CL -  K K a o lln lt ic
ML a  -  MI -  K K a o lln lt ic
H -  ML -  A Medial
a  -  ML -  OX Oxidlc
OL H -  OL Organic
CU H -  CH -  MO Hontm orillonlte
H -  MU -  K K a o lln lt ic
MU U -  MU -  M Mixed
U -  MH -  A M edial
H -  MH -  T T lilxotroplc
OH H -  OH Organic
m
Soil Interprctatiooa
The objectives of soil Interpretation for engineering uses are to 
predict the perfommce of soils as construction naterlol for roads, as 
sites for septic tanks, and as foundation naterlal for houses and 
embankraents. Pradletlons about a certain kind of e o U  are nade through 
the understanding of its properties and through actual experience.
These predictions ere useful oven though there is no rational basis 
for Ctien, A ^mblnatlon of experience, supported by field end laboratory 
date vould be the oltlnate basis for making predictions.
From personal experience, discussions vlth engineers, and publica­
tions (Tatelshl, 1967; Lohner ct al., 1968) an attempt is made In Table 
7 to predict the behavior of the soils claaslfled under the proposed 
modification of the Unified subgroups for Uswallsn soils.
Since the laterpretatlons are made of the soil groups, proper soil 
classification becomes of vttel important. Verification of field 
Identification by laboratory test should be made on representative 
samples (Kellogg, 1961).
The proper design of roads snd embankments requires the crvaluatlon 
of the soli properties In more detail than la given In the general soil 
claaslflcetlon S3rstem. Although the groupings of soils In the cleoslfl- 
eetlon syeten gives s general Indication of their beiiavlor, there Is no 
substitute for actual testing to determine the important engineering 
properties of a particular soil (Kellogg, 1961),
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Table 7. —  Tentative IntarpretatlcHi of tha Behavior of tha Proposed 
Modification of Unified Claasaa for Uawallan Solla
Croup Symbol
Conpraaa-
ability Piping
Panne-
ability
Compaction
Character­
istics
Value aa 
Foundation
H - CL ~ M Slight
Moderate 
to Low Medium Good Good
U - CL - K Slight Low Medium Good Good
a - ML - A
Slight to 
Modaraea Moderate
Mediina 
to High
Pair to
Good
Good to 
Fair
a - ML - K SUght Low Medium Good Good
H - :tL “ OX Slight Low rfedlum Fair
Good to 
Fair
a - OL High Lov HlSh Poor Poor
a  -  CM -  MO High Low Low Good Poor
H - :iH - K Slight Low Medium Good Good
a - HH - ox
Slight to 
Moderate Low Medium Fair
Good to 
Pair
H - MH - M
Slight to 
Moderate Low Median Fair Good
a - MH - A Hoderata
Low to 
Moderate
Hadlue 
to High Fair
Fair to 
Good
a  - MH - T
Bigb to 
Moderate Low
Hedlum 
to High Poor Fair
a  -  OH Ulgb Low High Poor Poor
Currsntly used engineering soli classlflcetlon systems predict 
that a large nejorlty of Hawaiian soils possess poor properties es 
foundations for small structures. Experience In Hawaii Indicates that 
these systems of elssslfleatlon In many cases undareatlmatss the value 
Of liavflllan soils as engineering nscerial.
This discrepancy between prediction and actual performance arises 
from the fact that the AASHO and Unified classification systems group 
soils largely on the basis of two rheologlc paraasters— the liquid 
limit and plastic limit. Soils with high liquid limits generally fall 
In soil categories which possess poor engineering properties. Most 
Hawaiian soils fall In this category.
High clay content of Hawaiian soils and the resultant high specific 
surface make It possible for soil material to adsorb large mounts of 
water. In many soils, however, the fine clay particles are cemented 
into aggregates which often behave as sands or gravels. Cementation of 
clay particles Into stable sand-elsed aggregate occurs In soils with 
kaolinltlc and oxldlc mineralogies. Aggregates of kaollnlte and oxides 
of Iron and aluminum do not expand when moistened and therefore do not 
disintegrate.
Soils with w>ntmorlllonlte alnerelogy have high dry strength 
because the dry aggregates have high strscgth. But upon wetting the 
day. minerals swell, and the resultant swelling pressure causes 
aggregates to disintegrate.
Soils witii raontmorlllonlte minerslogy behave in ways predicted by 
current engineering soli classification systenis. The failure of these
SUMMARY AND CONCUISKWS
systems to predict behavior of a large nunbar of Hawaiian soils has 
probably caused wholesale rejection of their usefulness. This has 
resulted in construction of houses on soils, which were correctly 
assessed by engineering classification to be unsulted for homealtea with 
costly consequences.
This thesis aodifles the Unified soil clasalficatlon system so that 
soils of the State of Hawaii may he more accurately evaluated for 
engineering uses.
To more correctly asseas the Unified soil desses of Havallan 
soils, it is proposed that (1) a symbol H be placed before the regular 
Unified groups and (2) each Unified group be identified as to its 
mineralogy or parCicle^ise classes so that its behavior can be more 
accurately predicted. The following family classes have been added 
after the Unified elassest keollnitic, oxldlc, nediel, mixed, and 
thlxotropie for each Unified group.
A table showing the behavior patterns of the proposed Hawaiian 
Unified classes according to cilnorelogy is recorded. These behavior 
patterns are based primarily on experience and should be tested closely.
More detailed, accurate information on the physical character^ 
Istlcs and properties of soils and their behavior under varied condi­
tions need to be documented. Uhen behavior and performance have been 
correlated and Interpreted with soil characteristics, this information 
should prove to be helpful and valuable to Engineers and Land Use 
Planners.
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